
University of Waterloo
Department of Germanic and Slavic Studies

GER 262/REES 262/ENGL 220B
Languages and Society II – Winter 2017
meets Wed 10:30-1:20 and Fri 10:30-2:30 in ML 117

Instructor information
Instructor: Emma Betz, embetz@uwaterloo.ca
Office: ML 312
Office Hours: W 13:30-15:30 & by appointment

Course description
Multilingualism is the norm, not the exception: We all use different languages, styles, and accents. T his 
course examines  the role that  languages  play in multilingual  societies  from a  social  and cultural  
perspective.  You  will  learn  to  see language as  a  social  construct  and  to identify  different  types  
(individual, educational, societal)  and views of multilingualism (language ideologies). Topics include 
language contact, maintenance and loss, endangered languages, language language planning and politics, 
multilingual and heritage language education, language and identities.

Course goals and learning outcomes
You will learn to see and understand different kinds of multilingualism in society by looking at society  
as a whole, at the individual, at educational contexts, and at multilingual discourses. You will be able to  
explain concepts and phenomena such as mother tongue, heritage language, identity, the European Union  
policy on multilingualism, the  discourse of integration, and  linguistic landscapes . You will gain a practical 
understanding of these concepts and phenomena based on examples from several language groups,  
including Slavic languages and German language varieties, and you will be able to apply concepts to  
other languages and language varieties. As a result, you will develop a metalanguage and a skill set to  
reflect on the role of languages in society critically.

Required texts and prerequisites
" Weber, J.-J., & Horner, K. (2012). Introducing Multilingualism. A Social Approach. London: Routledge.
" No knowledge of German required. Readings and Discussions are in English.

Materials available on LEARN
" 3-5 additional research articles, depending on course progress and student interests
" task instructions for group projects and book review, course updates
" We will also use the LEARN dropbox and discussion board.

Course requirements and assessment
ASSESSMENT DATE OF EVALUATION WEIGHT

Participation in class and on discussion board ongoing 20%
Group presentation: ppt, Q&A, peer task to be selected 20%
Discussion Leader to be selected 10%
Quizzes (4) every 2-3 weeks 20%
Group research project Feb 1 and 3 10%
Book review due March 19 (Sun) 20%

Participation (20%)
Assessed weekly. With this grade the quality and quantity of your contributions in class and on the  
discussion board will be assessed. Reading questions should be posted on LEARN by 5pm on the day  
before class discussion. Attendance is expected, especially since this course is driven by discussion 
and group-work.
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Group presentation (20%)
This is a 20-25 minute presentation (2 people) on a topic suggested by the instructor.  It includes a 
discussion/Q&A as well as an interactive part of approx. 10 minutes.  This means that you will prepare  
three components: a PPT, discussion questions, and a post-presentation task for your peers.

Discussion leader (10%)
Starting with chapter 4, a discussion leader will post a question related to the chapter (2 days before  
discussion in class) and then lead a 15-minute discussion in which s/he summarize the responses,  
provides  comments  or  ask  for  clarification  on the responses  and/or  provide additional  possible  
answers and relevant considerations based on own research.

Quizzes (20%)
Short questions on terminology and concepts covered in the assigned readings and previous in-class 
discussions. There will be 4 online quizzes on LEARN. They will be announced in advance, are timed,  
and have to be done outside of class between Friday 5pm and the following Wednesday 10am. There  
are no make-up quizzes if you miss an online quiz.

Group research project (10%) 
In connection with our discussion of chapter 6, you will conduct independent research (in groups of 
2-3 students) on societal  multilingualism of a  country of your choice that is  not covered in the  
chapter.  You will then share your findings in class.

Book Review (20%)
Write a book review of 1,200-1,500 words on a book about or related to multilingualism from the  
bibliography of the course textbook (the references and suggestions for further reading found after  
each chapter).  Follow the guidelines of The Linguist List (see link and further info on LEARN).  If you  
would like to review a book that is  not included in the references in your textbook (for example  
because it was published after 2012), please speak with your instructor.

Course Outline
You are expected to have done the readings, taken notes, and posted reading questions on LEARN  
before you come to class.  Questions should be posted by 5pm on the day before class discussion. 

WEEK DATE TOPIC READINGS/ASSIGNMENTS

1 Jan. 4 and 6 Introduction to course and topic, Framework Ch. 1 and 2 (read both for Friday)

2 Jan. 11 and 13 What is a language? Ch. 3

3 Jan. 18 and 20 Language variation and endangered languages Ch. 4 and 5  //  Quiz 1 appears

4 Jan. 25 and 27 Societal multilingualism article tba  // Ch. 6

5 Feb. 1 and 3 Societal multilingualism Ch. 6  //  Group research project

6 Feb. 8 and 10 Language and identities article tba  //  Ch. 7  //  Quiz 2

7 Feb. 15 and 17 Individual and societal multilingualism Ch. 8 

Feb. 20 – 24 Family Day and Reading week 

8 March 1 and 3 Flexible vs. fixed multilingualism Ch. 9

9 March 8 and 10 Mother tongue and heritage education Ch. 10 and 11  // Quiz 3 appears

10 March 15 and 17 Institutional discourses, Media representation Ch. 12 and 13  //  Book review

11 March 22 and 24 Linguistic landscape and the future of 
multilingualism

Ch. 14 and 15  //  Quiz 4

12 March 29 and 31 Multilingual discourse: analyzing interaction article tba
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Late work, missed work
Late  work will  not  be accepted.  Missed  presentations  and 
discussion leader tasks can only be made up in cases of illness, 
if a UW doctor’s note is presented within 5 working days.

Electronic device policy
You  are  encouraged  to  bring  wifi-enabled  cell-phones  and 
tablets  to  class  to  be  used  in  individual  or  group  work.  
Personal  use, however, such  as  texting, status  updates, or 
browsing is not permitted in class.  Not adhering to this policy  
will significantly lower your participation mark.

Attendance policy
Attendance is mandatory in ENGL220B/ GER262/ REES262. 
You can miss two classes (the equivalent of 1 week of classes).  
Each class missed beyond this will  result in a 3% deduction 
from the final mark, unless a UW doctor’s note for the missed 
day is presented within 5 working days.

A note on grading standards
I will use the following grading scheme. Please let me know if there are any special considerations that  
make my expectations difficult to meet.

% Quality of Work
91-100 Exceptional. Work in this range is very sophisticated, showing an exceptional understanding of 

the material under discussion. The work clearly exceeds expectations at this level, as well as the 
parameters  of  the  assignment. All  work is  well  organized, presented  in  a  clear  and concise  
manner, and devoid of any mistakes. Creative risks are taken by and large overcome.

86-90 Excellent, exceeding expectations. Work in this range is sophisticated and conveys a excellent 
understanding of the material. It is are well organized,  presented in a clear and concise (and  
perhaps even creative) manner, mostly devoid of mistakes. It still exceeds the quality of work  
expected at this level. Creative risks may have been taken and have resulted in some errors.

80-85 Very good, meeting all  expectations, occasionally  exceeding them. Work in this  range is  well  
developed and conveys a very good understanding of the material. The work sometimes exceeds 
expectations at this level, and meets (or exceeds) all the parameters of the assignment. All work  
is well organized, presented in a clear and concise manner, and contains only few mistakes.  Some  
creative risks may have been taken and have resulted in some errors.

70-79 Good, all expectations met. Work in this range is generally well thought out and conveys a solid  
understanding of the material. The work meets expectations at this level, and all the parameters  
of the assignment. All work is generally well organized, presented in a clear and concise manner,  
and contains the kind and number of mistakes to be expected at this level.

60-69 Satisfactory; some  problems, but  overall  ok. Work  in  this  range  is  adequately  developed. It 
conveys an overall  understanding of  the material, but contains areas of  difficulty that  can be  
addressed with some care and revision. The work generally meets most expectations at this level,  
but may fall short in some aspects. Not all of the parameters of the assignment are met. The 
work may show some weaknesses in its organization, or it may be presented in a less than clear  
and concise manner. In some areas it exceeds the kind and number of mistakes to be expected at 
this level, but it meets them in other areas. 

50-59 Minimal  pass. Work  in  this  range  exhibits  many  problems  that  can  be  addressed  through 
substantial revision and remedial work. Work in this range may fall short in one or more of the  
following aspects: It is not adequately developed; it does not convey an overall understanding of 
the material; it meets expectations at this level only occasionally; several of the parameters of the 
assignment are not met. The work shows clear weaknesses in its organization, and it is presented 
in a less than clear manner. The work clearly exceeds the kind and number of mistakes (cont.)
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(cont.) to be expected at this level, and/or it demonstrates a lack of engagement with the task. 
Please speak to your instructor about strategies to improve your performance in this course.

0-59 Failure. Work in this range exhibits so many problems that it can be remedied only through very  
serious and consistent remedial work, and/or it demonstrates minimal engagement with the task. 
Please speak to your instructor about strategies to improve your performance in this course.

Important Dates
Lectures begin: January 3, 2017
Reading Week: February 20-24 (incl. Family Day)
Lectures end: April 3 (Monday)

Institutional-required statements for undergraduate course outlines approved by Senate  
Undergraduate Council, April 14, 2009, and additional course-specific statements

Academic Integrity
In order to maintain a culture of academic integrity, members of the University of Waterloo are expected to  
promote honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility.  For ENGL220B/ GER262/ REES262, this means:
" The default in this class is that ALL graded work will be done individually, UNLESS it is designated a group  

project or the instructor's permission is given in writing in advance of an assignment/ take-home project. If  
you are in doubt, please ask. 

" Plagiarism is a serious violation of your commitment to Academic Integrity at UW and will be treated as  
such. ALWAYS cite all sources you use for any work by carefully quoting material and providing full  
references. For  general  guidance  in  writing  and  in  using  citation  styles, visit  UW Academic  Integrity 
Resources or The Purdue Owl on Academic Writing and on Using Research.

Please consult the UWaterloo Academic Integrity Webpage and the Arts Ethical Behaviour Webpage.

Discipline
A student is expected to know what constitutes academic integrity, to avoid committing academic offences, and  
to take responsibility for his/her actions. A student who is unsure whether an action constitutes an offence, or  
who  needs  help  in  learning  how to  avoid  offences  (e.g., plagiarism, cheating)  or  about  “rules”  for  group  
work/collaboration should seek guidance from the course professor, academic advisor, or the undergraduate  
associate dean. 
For information on categories of offences and types of penalties, students should refer to Policy 71, Student 
Discipline. For typical penalties, check the Guidelines for the Assessment of Penalties.

Grievance
A student who believes  that  a decision affecting some aspect of  his/her university  life  has  been unfair or  
unreasonable may have grounds for initiating a grievance. Read Policy 70, Student Petitions and Grievances, 
Section 4 and the Faculty of Arts’ grievance processes info. When in doubt please be certain to contact the 
department’s administrative assistant, who will provide further assistance.

Appeals
A decision made or penalty imposed under Policy 70, Student Petitions and Grievances (other than a petition)  
or Policy 71, Student Discipline may be appealed if there is a ground. A student who believes he/she has a  
ground for an appeal should refer to Policy 72, Student Appeals.

Recording class meetings
No audio/video recordings of class meetings (or parts of meetings) may be made without prior written consent  
from all participants. No photos of course participants may be taken without their express consent. 

Note for Students with Disabilities
The  AccessAbility  Services  (AS)    Office  , located on the first  floor of  the  Needles  Hall  ext. (room 1401),  
collaborates  with  all  academic  departments  to  arrange  appropriate  accommodations  for  students  with 
disabilities  without  compromising  the  academic  integrity  of  the  curriculum.  If  you  require  academic  
accommodations  to  lessen the impact  of  your disability, please  register  with  AS at  the  beginning  of  each 
academic term.

Other accommodations
If you need accommodations in this course but are not registered with the AccessAbility Office, please see your 
instructor or the coordinator as soon as you are aware of the situation that needs to be accommodated.
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Intellectual Property:
Students should be aware that this course contains the intellectual property of their instructor, TA, and/or the 
University of Waterloo. Intellectual property includes items such as:

• Lecture content, spoken and written (and any audio/video recording thereof)
• Lecture handouts, presentations, other materials prepared for the course (e.g., PowerPoint slides)
• Questions or solution sets from various types of assessments (e.g., assignments, quizzes, tests, final 

exams, and practice exams)
• Work protected by  copyright  (e.g., any work authored by the instructor or TA or used by  the  

instructor or TA with permission of the copyright owner, for example the textbook).

Course materials and the intellectual property contained therein, are used to enhance a student’s educational  
experience.  However, sharing this intellectual property without the intellectual property owner’s express and 
written permission is a violation of intellectual property rights.  For this reason, it is necessary to ask the 
instructor, TA and/or the University of Waterloo for permission before uploading and sharing the intellectual  
property of others online (e.g., to an online repository).

Permission from an instructor, TA or the University is also necessary before sharing the intellectual property  
of others from completed courses with students taking the same/similar courses in subsequent terms/years.  In 
many cases, instructors might be happy to allow distribution of certain materials.  However, doing so without 
expressed permission is considered a violation of intellectual property rights.

Please alert the instructor if you become aware of intellectual property belonging to others (past or present) 
circulating, either through the student body or online.  The intellectual property rights owner deserves to 
know (and may have already given their consent).

___________________________
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